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Details of Visit:

Author: Hennessy
Location 2: Hotel
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: 10 June 2007 9pm
Duration of Visit: Overnight
Amount Paid: 600
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: 90 Minute
Website: http://www.90minute.co.uk
Phone: 07050802006

The Premises:

My hotel, Very nice.

The Lady:

Beautiful as a summers day. Very slim , lovely smile. Stunning!

The Story:

First of all I have only been Punting since November 2006 and generally prefer Overnight bookings.
Shantel is my 5th Booking and its because of her I decided to register on PunterNet.

Shantel arrived by taxi as hotel was just outside central london. She was anxious to check with
reception that I was who I said I was, as it transpired during our chats that she has had the
misfortune of a couple of dubious clients in the past. ( I had no problem with that)

Anyway, that over we had a lovely meal together, lots of chat, laughs, smiles, pecks etc. After a
short stroll we ventured to the hotel room for drinks ( she will not accept any drinks from pre-opened
bottles and I respect her for that) and a shared bath which lasted for almost 2 hours , most of which
was with her giving the the most enthusiastic heavenly BJ's i've ever experienced.

To the bed, again more heavenly BJ's, some fun with chocolates, and eventually CIM. Cuddles,
chat, smiles and snooze till early morning which began with the heavenly BJ's and sex in mish
which I'm afraid was over so very very quick. She just feels so good!

Very pleasant girl with a hidden naughty side, but i would warn that I suspect she will only do what
SHE wants to do and if you treat her well and click you will not be dissapointed.

Absoluetly Lovely time with a girl I shall remember for eternity.
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